This work proposes a new four-crystal monochromator particularly indicated for applications in the field of high-resolution X-ray diffraction. The monochromator is made of two monolithic crystal elements. The first one is a channel-cut crystal consisting of two symmetrically cut components set in a parallel nondispersive geometry. The second monolithic crystal is composed of two crystal components in a parallel nondispersive geometry but the crystal surfaces are miscut with respect to the diffraction planes. The diffraction geometry for both components of the second monochromator crystal element is the glancing-incidence condition. The peculiar properties of this monochromator are investigated theoretically. An appropriate rotation of the second component of the second monolithic block with respect to the first components corrects the beam deviation caused by the refraction effect. This monochromator system may allow one to obtain highly monochromatized and collimated beams with high angular resolution (about 0.01 mrad) and wavelength dispersion of about 4 × 10 -5 . The intensity reduction of the proposed crystal arrangement in comparison with other monochromators is discussed, including wavelength spread and beam size increase.
I. Introduction
The first four-crystal monochromator was proposed by DuMond (1937) and experimentally realized for synchrotron-radiation studies by Beamont & Hart (1974) and for high-resolution conventional X-ray diffraction studies by Bartels (1983) . Each pair of crystals was cut from a monolithic perfect crystal etched with (110) surfaces in order to have (220) or (440) symmetric reflections. The crystal arrangement was such as to produce a monochromatic highly parallel low-dispersion X-ray beam with a very low beam divergence. The only disadvantage in using multiple-crystal arrangements was found to be the loss of intensity. For example, symmetrically cut (440) four-crystal monochromators, made of dislocation-free germanium single crystals, have a reflection width (aJs) of only 26.6ktrad but a reflectivity of 58.3%, calculated by the dynamical theory and for normal polarization. By use of the (220)-Ge setting, it is possible to reach a much higher reflectivity (72.3%) but with a significant loss in the divergence (w s = 61.6 larad) (M611er, 1994) . Recently, a modification of the DuMond monochromator has been realized by van der Sluis (1994) . The monochromator design consists of two channel-cut germanium crystals in a (-,+,+,-) setting with 15 ° asymmetrically cut surfaces. This design shows performances comparable to the symmetrically cut germanium monochromator in the (440) geometry but in more grazing geometries [i.e. the (220) configuration] it has a much broader diffracted beam but also higher integrated intensities.
A new configuration of crystals to achieve a narrow diffracted beam and a relatively high reflectivity was proposed and realized (Kikuta & Kohra, 1970; Kikuta, 1971 ; Matsushita, Kikuta & Kohra, 1971) . The novelty of this double-crystal monochromator consisted in the fact that two glancing-incidence diffraction conditions occur and that the second crystal is rotated with respect to the first one in order to compensate for the angular deviation of the X-ray beam caused by refraction. With this monochromator, a high reflectivity and highly collimated beam were obtained. This double-crystal monochromator has been successfully used to investigate shallow strain fields in silicon wafers (Fukuhara & Takano, 1977) and to detect buried ultrathin germanium layers in silicon (Tapfer, Ospelt & von K~inel, 1990) . The disadvantage of this type of monochromator is the relatively high wavelength dispersion. The dispersion effect can be neglected only if the refection of the sample is the same as that of the monochromator.
In this work, we propose and investigate a new multiple-crystal monochromator design for which a highly collimated beam, i.e. a very small angular spread of the beam emerging from the monochromator, is obtained, having also a very small wavelength dispersion in order to be suitable for measuring differing diffraction orders. In order to achieve this, the second monochromator crystal of the DuMond fourcrystal monochromator is replaced by the asymmetric channel-cut double-crystal monochromator of Kikuta. The properties and performances of our proposed new monochromator will be investigated theoretically. The reported examples will demonstrate that a similar monochromator allows one to measure the intrinsic reflection curve of a perfect crystal. Furthermore, we will show that this monochromator does not cause any smearing out of interference fringes. Therefore, internal interference phenomena due to the presence of ultrathin buried layers or interfaces can be studied with very high accuracy.
The paper is organized as follows: §2 describes the monochromator design and §3 contains some basic formulae of the dynamical theory of X-ray diffraction, which have been used to calculate the physical parameters and the reflectivity of our four-crystal monochromator. The calculated intensity distribution of the proposed four-crystal collimator is reported and discussed in §4 and compared with other crystal diffraction geometries. Finally, our results are summarized in §5. Fig. 1 shows three monochromator designs corresponding to the DuMond-Bartels (A), van der Sluis (B) and our (C) crystal settings. The three systems are made of two monolithic crystal elements. Each element consists of a channel-cut crystal. The crystal components of each channel-cut crystal are set in a parallel nondispersive geometry. The main difference between the three designs is in the crystal surface orientation with respect to the diffraction planes and consequently in the diffraction geometry. The crystal surfaces of system A are symmetrically cut and exactly (ll0)oriented for both components of the two monolithic crystal elements. For system B, the two channel-cut crystals show crystal surfaces asymmetrically cut by an angle of 15 ° . The diffraction geometry of each monolithic crystal is glancing incidence for the first component and glancing exit for the second component.
The monochromator design
The monochromator proposed in this work (C) is based on the DuMond-Bartels crystal arrangement, but the second monochromator element is replaced by the double-crystal monochromator of Kikuta. Precisely, the first element is made of a symmetrically cut channelcut crystal with (110) surfaces and set in a parallel nondispersive geometry. The second element is formed by the other two crystals, which are asymmetrically cut by an angle of 15 ° off with respect to the (110) surfaces and set in parallel nondispersive (-,+) geometry. This surface misorientation for the two components of the second element assures a glancing-incidence angle of the X-ray beam that impinges on to the crystal surface of each component. This glancing condition will guarantee very collimated beams but also an angular deviation of the diffracted direction caused by the refraction effect. In order to compensate for this deviation, the second component must be rotated with respect to the first as described by Matsushita, Kikuta & Kohra (1971) .
Basic formulae
In the calculation of the monochromator reflectivity, we adopted the formalism of the dynamical theory of X-ray diffraction by Zachariasen (1945) . In the following, the main formulae for the calculation of the physical parameters of the monochromator design are briefly reported. The reflectivity is given by:
where
Here, g and k are given by
and k i r : X~hkl/Xhkl , (4) respectively. Moreover, W is the dynamical angle of the diffracted curve: X.hkl -k lXhk I are the zeroth and hth Fourier components of the polarizability multiplied by 47r and C is the polarization factor. It is important to note that W varies with the asymmetry coefficient. This affects the width of the reflected beam, which is reduced or increased, depending on the geometry, with respect to the incident beam, and shifts the reflectivity maximum (refraction) with respect to the kinematical Bragg angle by a factor proportional to (1 + b). If I 0 is the beam incident on to the first crystal, the final expression for the intensity distribution diffracted from the four crystals is
In this formula, Rj (j = I, IV) are the reflectivity functions of each component of the two channel-cut components corrected by the refraction effect and ~o ! and w 2 represent the rotation angles for the second element and of the second component of the second channel-cut crystal, respectively. W is given by (5) calculated for b = b I .
Results and discussion
In order to show the differences between the three monochromator designs, we calculated the total reflectivity (normal and parallel polarizations) of each system in the diffraction geometries corresponding to the (220), (400) and (440) Bragg configurations. The germanium lattice parameter that has been used in the calculations is 5.6579060/~ (Madelung, 1991 ) and a single wavelength in the incident X-ray beam has been assumed (Cu Koe~ radiation with A --1.510562/~). Figs. 2(a) and (b) show the results of this comparison for the (400) case as linear and logarithmic plots, respectively. A strong reduction of the divergence (w s) characterizes our system with respect to the other two systems. System C is also more efficient in reducing the reflectivity tails with respect to the other two monochromators. Fig. 3 shows the variation of % with the asymmetry factor b for the (220), (400) and (440) cases as calculated for the B (dotted lines) and C (solid lines) systems. This comparison indicates that the difference in co is particularly pronounced for the (220) configuration. The glancing-incidence conditions for the monochromator C on both the crystal components of the second channelcut crystal allow us to reach a much lower divergence with respect to B. It should be noted that the higher the angular resolution the lower the reflecting power (angular integrated reflectivity). In Table 1 , we report the angular divergence calculated for one asymmetry factor (b = 0.218) for systems B and C, together with the corresponding reflecting-power ratio R calculated from the reflecting power of the asymmetric settings (B and C) with respect to the symmetric settings (A). The system that shows the highest divergence is B, but the increase in co s is compensated for by an increase in the reflecting-power ratio. The divergence not only affects the reflecting power of the monochromator but also the J-n and wavelength dispersion (AA/A). If we define as % ~o In-Iv the angular divergences of the beam diffracted by the first and second monolithic blocks, respectively, the wavelength dispersion can be evaluated by (Caciuffo, Melone & Rustichelli, 1987) :
A/~/,~ , I-II Ill-IV = kw~ + ~ )/2tan 08.
Table 1 reports the wavelength-spread ratio (Rx) calculated by (7) from the wavelength spread of the asymmetric monochromators (B and C) with respect to the symmetric one (A). A reduction of the wavelength dispersion results in a proportional reduction of the total diffracted intensity if the reflectivity is integrated in angle as well as in wavelength. Finally, another factor has to be considered in order to completely compare the performances of the three monochromators in discussion: the spatial extension of the diffracted beam or beam size (lh) in the diffraction plane. The size of a beam diffracted by a crystal in an asymmetric geometry depends on the asymmetry coefficient b in accordance with the relation
where l 0 is the size of the beam impinging on the crystal surface. Therefore, the glancing-incidence condition decreases the monochromator divergence, improving the angular resolution, but simultaneously the spatial extension will increase. The beam size can be reduced by the use of a slit between monochromator and specimen crystal. In this case, however, the total intensity will be reduced. The crystal arrangement of monochromator A does not introduce any beam-size enlargement. Nor is any variation of the beam size realized for monochromator B and for any monochromator with b I = 1/b 2 = b 3 = 1/b 4, as clearly observed by Nakayama, Hashizume, Miyoshi, Kikuta & Kohra (1973) . In contrast, in the case of monochromator C the size of the beam is increased by a factor of 1/b 2 at the exit of the last crystal, decreasing the intensity by the same factor. From the data reported in Table 1 , we can see how the proposed monochromator does not guarantee enough intensity if used in the (220) configuration, which has the better angular resolution. In contrast, the (400) geometry provides very interesting performances. Monochromator C in the (400) case has only 1/5 of the reflecting power and 1/1.6 of the wavelength dispersion of monochromator A. The beam size is enlarged by a factor of 5.78. If all the effects are considered, C provides a beam a factor of 50 times less intense than A if used in the (400) configuration and a factor of 7 in the (440) case. The intensity loss by a factor of 50 can be partially recovered if a rotating anode is used as the X-ray source. It should be noted that, by proper selection of the asymmetry factors of the second monolithic block, a compromise between total intensity loss and angular reduction can be found that satisfies the special requirements of the particular monochromator.
The advantage of an angular divergence of 0.011 mrad can be easily understood in the following examples, which show a comparison of the three monochromators, set in the (400) geometry, in the field of high-resolution X-ray diffraction; namely, for measurements of reflectivity curves from perfect single crystals and from a multilayer structure.
Curve (i) in Fig. 4 shows the intrinsic reflection profile of a germanium single crystal as calculated from the dynamical theory of X-ray diffraction (Zachariasen, 1945) in the vicinity of the (400) Bragg peak. Curves (ii)-(iv) are the convolutions of curve (i) with the three monochromator systems (A, B and C) in the (400) configuration, respectively. The four profiles are reported in a linear (Fig. 4a) as well as in a logarithmic (Fig. 4b) scale. The best agreement between the intrinsic and the convoluted curve is given by curve (iv), as expected considering the very small beam divergence. The A and especially the B monochromators yield quite enlarged curves with very modified profiles. The possibility to neglect the effect of the monochromator in the measurement of the reflection curve of a real crystal has several advantages: it mainly allows one to measure the intrinsic crystal reflectivity and it simplifies the experimental data analysis, avoiding any convolution process; therefore, the analysis is much faster and more realistic.
Another interesting comparison of the monochromator performances is shown in Fig. 5 . Curve (i) corresponds to the intrinsic reflectivity profile in the vicinity of the (400) Bragg point of a multilayer structure composed of an Al0.sGa0.sAs buffer (1 Hm thick), 60 nm of GaAs and a cap layer of 1 ~m thickness of Al0.sGa0.sAs, lattice matched to a (100) GaAs substrate. The other three curves [(ii)-(iv) in Fig. 5 ] are the convolutions of the intrinsic profile of the (400) reflection with the A, B and C monochromator reflectivities in the (400) configuration, respectively. A pronounced smearing-out in the interference fringes is clearly observed in the curve convoluted with the B monochromator and, although less pronounced, also in that convoluted with the A system. The intrinsic profile remains practically unchanged only in the convolution with system C. The investigation of interference of X-ray fields to detect ultrathin germanium layers buried in a silicon crystal has been reported by Tapfer, Ospelt &von K/inel (1990) . The double-crystal monochromator in the (400) configuration used produced a beam with a calculated angular divergence of 1.6ktrad. This monochromator made it possible to measure the intrinsic reflection curve of the investigated samples, neglecting the convolution with the monochromator spectral-response function. Consequently, heterostructures of Si/Ge/Si with germanium layer thicknesses from half a monolayer to three monolayers were investigated with a very high accuracy.
A further application of our monochromator arrangement would be for X-ray standing-wave experiments. In fact, these experiments require highly monochromatic and collimated X-ray beams in order to enhance the phase contrast for modulation of the X-ray interference field (Zegenhagen, Materlik & Uelhoff, 1990) .
Summary
In this work, a new monochromator system has been proposed. The monochromator consists of four crystals paired in two monolithic blocks: two crystals were symmetrically cut and set in a parallel nondispersive geometry; the other two were asymmetrically cut by an angle of 15 ° and set in a glancing-incidence parallel nondispersive geometry. The best performances of the monochromator were found with the (400) geometry, providing a beam divergence of 0.011 mrad and a wavelength dispersion of about 4 × 10 -5. The reduction of the intensity diffracted by the proposed monochromator with respect to the DuMond monochromator was estimated to be by a factor of from 7 to 50 if the (440) and (400) geometries are compared.
